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JOHNSON TRUCKING LLC
U.S. DOT #: 1649958

Part C
duty status.
1). Driver  (interstate driver) - Month sampled was September 2009.  On 09/09/2009, the driver's time
card indicated a total of 14 hours worked, with no record of duty status being completed.
2). Driver  (intra-state driver) - Month sampled 09/2009 - No violations found.
3). Driver  (intra-state driver) - Month Sampled 09/2009 - No violations found.
4). Driver  (intra-state driver) - Month sampled 09/2009 - No violations found.
5). Driver  (interstate driver) - Month sampled 09/2009.  No violations found.
6). Driver  (intra-state driver) - Month sampled 09/2009.  No violations found.
7). Driver  (intra-state driver) - Month sampled 09/2009 - No violations found.
Controlled substance and alcohol testing program:
Random Testing - The carrier belongs to a consortium to assist with the random selection process for both drug and
alcohol.  The consortiums name is DDH Industries located in Holland, Ohio.  The carrier averaged a total of 33 driver
positions during calendar year 2008.  The consortium advised that a total of 4 drivers were selected for random alcohol
testing, and 17 drivers were selected for random controlled substance testing.  Nothing from the consortium indicated that
they were actually tested.  At this point, proof of testing was requested from the carrier to ensure the actual people selected
were actually sent, and that the number of selections made was actually performed.  It was determined that one of the
driver's that had been sent for a random controlled substance and alcohol test, was given a controlled substance test only.
The collection site had sent a fax stating that when this driver showed up, he indicated that is was for a random drug only.
The carrier therefore was 1 driver short on the random alcohol testing rates, testing only 3 when 4 tests were required.
Post Accident - As defined in the accident section listed above, three of the four drivers required to have a post accident
alcohol tests failed to have them performed.  The carrier did not have a record to why the tests were not performed, as
required by 382.303(d)(1).  There was also one post accident controlled substance test not performed, again with no
reason on file [(382.303(d)(2)].
Maintenance:
The carrier currently operates a total of 41 dump trucks.  The units selected for sampling was per the FOTM, with a total of
8 units selected.  The carrier will have maintenance performed by their own in house mechanics. The carrier has a total of
nine mechanics, running 3 shifts - 24 hours, 6 days a week.  After sampling of the maintenance records and annual
inspections, no violations were found.
 Carrier officials are as follow:
1). Brandon R. Johnson- President/Owner.
2). Bobby Jo Marie Johnson - Vice President.
3). Christina M. Pichette - Safety Coordinator.
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